In this work we consider deterministic oblivious dimensional routing algorithms on d-dimensional meshes. In oblivious dimensional routing algorithms the path of a packet depends only on the source and destination node of the packet. Furthermore packets use a shortest path with a minimal number of bends. We present an Ω(kn (d+1)/2 ) step lower bound for oblivious dimensional k-k routing algorithms on d-dimensional meshes for odd d > 1 and show that the bound is tight.
Introduction
Routing is one of the most studied topics in parallel computation. One of the best studied routing problems is the problem where each processor is source and destination of at most k packets, the k-k routing problem. Many different approaches to solve this routing problem have been studied [3] . In [17] the concept of oblivious routing was introduced. In this routing strategy the path of each packet is determined by its source and destination position. This property of oblivious routing algorithms is interesting, since it allows one to design simple and hence practical algorithms. Furthermore, it is of theoretical interest how fast routing problems under such restrictions can be solved. Hence oblivious routing was considered in several publications e.g. [1, 2, 8, 11, 14, 15] . It was shown that the simplicity of oblivious routing has its costs in the running time. In [6] Kaklamanis, Krizanc, and Tsantilas have shown that every oblivious k-k routing algorithm on a network with N nodes and degree r needs at least Ω(k · √ N /r) steps. ) step oblivious k-k routing algorithms that use O(k) buffers per node exists [13, 10, 5] .
An interesting question is how simple the paths can be chosen such that
) step bound can be achieved. In [4] elementary-path oblivious routing algorithms are introduced and an Ω(n 2 ) step lower bound for oblivious elementary-path 1-1 routing algorithms for the case d = 3 is shown.
In an elementary path routing algorithm every packet uses a shortest path with a minimal number of bends on its way from source to destination. In [10] elementary-path routing algorithms are called dimensional routing algorithms and an asymptotically optimal O(n) step oblivious routing algorithm for the case k = 1 and d = 2 is presented.
In this work we extend the lower bound of [4] to k-k routing and all odd d > 1, i.e., we give a tight lower bound of Ω(kn
The proof technique used to obtain the lower bound differs from that in [4] and results in a shorter proof.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define d-dimensional meshes, the model and oblivious dimensional routing algorithms. In Section 3, we present the new tight lower bound. Section 4 concludes.
Basic Definitions.
Throughout this paper we model d-dimensional meshes by directed graphs. The nodes of the graph represent the processors and the edges represent communication links. For a directed graph G = (V, E), and an edge e = (x, y) ∈ E from x to y we write src(e) = x and dst(e) = y. Here src stands for source and dst for destination. Furthermore, we use the notation src (dst) to denote the source (destination) node of packets. For n ∈ N we define [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}.
Model of Computation.
The processors operate in a synchronous fashion and communicate by sending packets over the unidirectional communication links. We assume that at most one packet can be transmitted by a link from source to destination in one step. In a single step, a processor receives a number of packets that are sent to it via a link in the previous step, performs some amount of internal computation, and sends a number of packets to neighbouring processors. Furthermore processors are able to store an unbounded number of packets.
Routing Problems.
A routing problem on G = (V, E) can be described by a triple (P, src, dst), where P is a set of packets, and src, dst are mappings from P to V . In a routing problem (P, src, dst) each packet p ∈ P is loaded in node src(p) initially and has to be sent to node dst(p).
A k-k routing problem is a routing problem in which each node is source and destination of at most k packets, i.e., |src
In the literature a formal definition of oblivious routing algorithms is hard to find. Very often oblivious routing algorithms are described as algorithms where the path of a packet only depends on its source and destination and is independent of other packets, e.g. [7, 14, 6, 10] . We give a formal definition of an oblivious routing algorithm. Before we can do so, we have to define paths.
Definition 2.1 (path) Let G be a directed graph and l ∈ N. A path w in G is a (possibly empty) sequence w
If w is a non empty sequence we call w a path from src(e 0 ) to dst(e l−1 ). If w is an empty sequence we call w a path from x to x for all nodes x of G. 2
Definition 2.2 (oblivious routing algorithm) Let G = (V, E) be a graph and P ath(G) be the set of all paths in G. Let A be a deterministic k-k routing algorithm and let

path(A, (P, src, dst)) : P → P ath(G)
be a mapping such that path(A, (P, src, dst))(p) is the path on which a packet p ∈ P is sent from src(p) to dst(p) by A when the algorithm solves the k-k routing problem (P, src, dst).
Algorithm A is an oblivious k-k routing algorithm on G iff a mapping
exists, such that for all k-k routing problems (P, src, dst) the following holds:
One of the most studied networks is the two-dimensional n × n mesh. In this work we consider its natural generalizations, d dimensional meshes. Before we give a formal definition of oblivious weakly-dimensional and strongly-dimensional-path routing algorithms we introduce π-paths for a permutation π. A π-path is a shortest path that can be decomposed into d subpaths p i such that each p i only consists of edges of dimension π(i). 
Definition 2.4 (π-path in
M d,n ) Let a, b ∈ [n]• w = p 0 p 1 . . . p d−1 ,
• ∀i ∈ [d]: All edges of p i are edges of the π(i)-th dimension.
2
In Figure 1 we give examples of π-paths. Note that not every shortest path is a π-path for a permutation π. Furthermore, a shortest path could be a π-path for more than one permutation (see Figure 1) .
Definition 2.5 (weakly-dimensional) An oblivious routing algorithm A on M d,n is weakly-dimensional iff for all packets p there is a π ∈ S d such that A routes p on a π-path from src(p) to dst(p). 2
If all packets in a weakly-dimensional routing algorithm use the same permutation π, we get a strongly-dimensional routing algorithm. The well known greedy routing algorithm [9] is an example for an oblivious stronglydimensional routing algorithm.
Definition 2.6 (strongly-dimensional) An oblivious routing algorithm A on M d,n is strongly-dimensional iff there is a π ∈ S d such that for all packets p algorithm A routes p on a π-path from src(p) to dst(p). 2
3 Lower Bound.
In [4, 10, 12] oblivious weakly-dimensional 1-1 routing algorithms are considered. In [4] it was shown that any oblivious elementary-path 1-1 routing algorithm on M 3,n needs Ω(n 2 ) steps. We extend this result to k-k routing on
We use a proof technique different from [4] that results in a shorter proof.
Theorem 4 For odd d any oblivious and weakly-dimensional
) steps.
Proof: For d = 1 the result follows by the distance and bisection bound. We assume for the rest of the proof that d is odd and greater than one. Let A be an oblivious and weakly
S(t, π) := {s ∈ [n]
d | Algorithm A sends a packet with source s and destination t on a π-path from s to t}.
Without loss of generality we can assume that π = id. If π = id, we simply permute the dimensions according to π in the rest of the proof.
We take such x, T and π from (2) and write
Now we prove (3):
Assume that there are less than
. Furthermore, there are at least
So the following can be seen by an averaging argument, since
Now assume that a k-k problem exists that fulfills the following property There are at most n edges in L and at most one packet can go over an edge in one time step. So, for correcting the dimension m + 1 of a k-k routing problem that fulfills (a), algorithm A needs Ω(kn m+1 ) steps. In the rest of the proof we show that a k-k routing problem exists that fulfills (a). We take x, y that fulfill (4) . Consider a packet that has destination t ∈ T x,y and source in S(t, id) ∩ M y . After the correction of the first m dimensions by algorithm A the packet is on a node (x, i, y) ∈ L for an i ∈ [n] and has to be transported to a node (x, j, y) ∈ L, j ∈ [n]. To prove (a), we have to assign a source taken from M y ∩ S(t, id) to each destination t ∈ T x,y such that a k-k problem arise and such that the packets have to travel a distance of Ω(kn m+2 ) on L. In the case that for a given destination t = (x, y 1 , . . . , y m+1 ) ∈ T x,y q sources can be chosen a source can be chosen such that the packet has to travel a distance of at least q 2n m on L, since for all i ∈ [n] there are at most 2n m destinations such that the packet has to travel a distance of exactly i on L. Every t ∈ T x,y has at least
To every found source/destination pair we assign k packets. So we are able to construct a k-k problem such that the total distance the packets have to travel on L is at least The routing algorithm in which all packets use an id-path is a stronglydimensional oblivious routing algorithm. If unlimited buffer capacity is available and the furthest destination first priority scheme is used this algorithm solves a k-k routing problem on M d,n in O(kn 2 ) steps for even d. This can be seen by using the routing lemma of [16] . So the lower bound is tight.
Conclusion.
In this work we presented a tight Ω(kn ) step oblivious k-k routing algorithms using an unbounded number of buffers exists. For d > 2 it is unknown whether the existing lower bounds for dimensional routing can be achieved with algorithms using O(k) buffers.
